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About This Game

Do you want to know what it's like to be one of the top managers of the corporation engaged in construction of the vacuum tube
train network? Hyper Train Corporation is a great chance to experience that kind of life!

You will have an opportunity to choose the region, where the first railways will be laid, and to prioritize further construction
activity. Remember that the cost of the road construction depends on the distance between cities, while the profitability depends

on the demand for this direction.
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Enhance the comfort and wagon capacity, increase the reliability and speed of the train.

Estimate your opportunities: road maintenance involves daily expenses. In addition, you need to have money for the
unscheduled repair of trains and railways in case of emergency. If the corporation goes bankrupt due to your fault, you will be in

trouble. And you want to stay out of jail, don’t you?

But let's look on the bright side. While engaged in the venture projects development, you need to believe in its future success. If
you manage to conduct business in the proper way and build a profitable corporation, you will save enough money to implement

the project that's unprecedented in its scope: build tunnels between the continents and launch the vacuum tube trains!
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The game is incomplete, and was released the crudest way as possible. However it have a good premise, with an interesting
engine wich allows it to grow and someday became a real game, today it is a shame to be sold full-price as a complete game, not
as an alpha-test version.. The game is no fun. It's more like a hyper train repair simulator. That's what you do most of the time.
They already received some feedback a few month ago, more than they deserve. Since the last update of this game they
announced 2 more (simple minded?) games. I can't see any signs of life that the devs are still working on this game. Right now it
looks abandoned.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. Be careful about the developer "Dreambakers" and don't trust them before they do anything good
to this game to bring it on track.. This has got to be the worst game I have ever played. Here are several reasons:

1. Lack of Time controls. You build a train network. However, you are forced to spend time waiting for the train network to be
built. You can't speed up the game and you can't slow down the game so if your first train network takes over 1000 days to
build, you have to sit there for 1000 in game days which isn't fun. It's so boring that this game should be named a waiting
simulator...

2. No strategy & Challenge. It's pretty much guarenteed that you'll make money. There are no competitors in the game, no in
game events (except for your train tracks breaking down which are more of an annoyance).

3. There's no depth aka Choices in the game. You can only choose which city you want to connect to your network or what
aspect you want to upgrade about your specific link in the network aka do you want City A <-> City B go faster, carry more or
be more comfortable? Those collectively mean FOUR CHOICES at any given time for a player.

4. Their feeble attempt at challenge aka (accidents) is more an annoyance than a challenge. The game doesn't tell you how to
prevent them either.

5. Lack of a tutorial. Well, I suppose the lack of challenge and strategy mean that you really don't need a tutorial but I'll include
this. You need a tutorial for introducing new players to the game.. Nothing more than a clicker game. One click out of five.. Its
fake game. Awfull. Dont buy it . Its waste of money.. This game is pretty hollow. There is not much gameplay to be found. A
tutorial would be nice.
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dont buy it, save your money on anything else

Meet our new game Shadow Council: The Puppeteers!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Shadow Council: The Puppeteers is out! It's a a thrilling world of behind-
the-scenes politics. You’ll have to fight your way through hordes of evil creatures and their traps to save our hero's partner!
Check it out and let us know what you think!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/867610/Shadow_Council_The_Puppeteers/
Dreambakers Team. Update 1.0.2:
Hi, everyone! Time to our next update. Here are the features we’ve added:

Reputation (limits the number of lines the player can build)

Investment (gives reputation points and grants a temporary effect)

Check them out and let us know what you think!. Meet our new game!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Digital Siege is out! Show everyone what a typical office employee who
suffers of the digital bureaucracy is capable of! Develop a network of powerful computers to crack the base of citizens' social
ratings, protected by quantum encryption, and obtain justice.
Check it out and let us know what you think!

Dreambakers Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/885090/Digital_Siege/. Hyper Train Corporation - Out Soon!:
Hey guys, good news! Hyper Train Corporation will be out soon!
Try what it feels like to be one of the top managers of the corporation engaged in construction of the vacuum tube train
network. Enhance roads and trains, set the rates and deal with accidents. Design high-speed rail transportation and connect the
world’s megacities!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist. We look forward to know what you think about our works!
Dreambakers Team. Update 1.0.1:
Dear friends! We promised to release an update, and now it’s here! Keep in mind that there will be more updates in the future,
which will bring even more interesting features. It's only beginning!

In this update:
- Opponents - compete with corporations for the title of monopolist! Note that the rivals will appear only when you restart the
game!
- Option to speed up time;
- Fixed balance.

Hope you’ll like these changes, and, as always, feel free to give us your feedback!

Dreambakers Team
. It’s Sale Time!:
Receive 75% off Hyper Train Corporation and enjoy this Xmas season with Dreambakers!. Hyper Train Corporation -
Available Now!:
We are finally ready to bring you Hyper Train Corporation! Enhance roads and trains, set the rates and deal with accidents.
Design high-speed rail transportation and connect the world’s megacities!
If you'll find any bugs or issues, let us know, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible. And, of course, don't forget
to write a review!
Dreambakers Team. Meet our new game!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Intelligence Trader is out! It's a historical strategy game, where you have
to take on a role of the head of a secret spy agency. Plunge into the atmosphere of the Cold War era, witness the way of the
famous confrontation, from the Berlin crisis to the Charter of Paris, and try to change the history!
Check it out and let us know what you think!
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Dreambakers Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/885100/Intelligence_Trader. Update 1.0.1 Announcement:
Hey everybody! We took your comments and suggestions into consideration and now we want to let you know that patch 1.0.1
will be released this week. It will contain:

fixed game balance;

option to speed up/slow down time;

non-linear story of the hardships and struggles of the head of the global transportation corporation;

bug fixes;

and a little surprise.

We're continuing to develop and improve the game, so you can expect more new content and more challenges in the nearest
future!
Thank you for sticking with us and sharing your opinions!
Dreambakers Team
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